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Fred E. Benth, Kenneth H. Karlsen, and Kristin Reikvam
Abstract. We prove existence of optimal investment-consumption strategies
for an infinite horizon portfolio optimization problem in a Lévy market with
intertemporal substitution and transaction costs. This paper complements our
previous work [4], which established that the valne function can be uniquely
characterized as a constrained viscosity solution of the associated Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman equation (but [4] left open the question of existence of optimal
strategies). In this paper, we also give an alternative proof of the viscosity
solution property of the value function. This proof exploits the existence of
optimal strategies and is consequently simpler than the one proposed in [4].
1. Introduction
We prove existence of optimal Controls for the singular stochastic control problem
studied in Benth, Karlsen, and Reikvam [4] (see also [l, 2, 3] for related problems).
An optimal consumption-investment problem over an infinite investment horizon
in a market consisting of one risky asset (stock) and one risk-free asset (bank) is
considered. The dynamics of the risky asset follows a geometric-type Lévy motion,
generalizing the classical Black & Scholes model. Proportional transaction costs
are incurred when selling or buying assets. In addition, following Hindy and Huang
[9], the investor derives utility from an average of present and past consumption.
In Benth, Karlsen, and Reikvam [4], the value function of this optimization
problem was characterized as the unique constrained viscosity solution [6] of the
associated Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation. Due to the singular Controls and the
Lévy dynamics of the risky asset, the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations takes
the form of a second-order integro-differential variational inequality.
The existence of optimal Controls was not addressed in [4]. To prove existence
of an optimal control, we shall here use the convex analysis techniques described
in Ekeland and Temam [lo] together with the raartingale methods of Cvitanic and
Karatzas [7]. The main problem we are facing is the infinite investment horizon,
which leads to unbounded Controls. However, from Benth, Karlsen, and Reikvam
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[s], we have explicit bounds on the expected growth of the Controls, which enabies
us to introduce a time-weighted L 2 - space. This space provides the starting point
for using the martingale methods in [7].
We end this paper by giving an alternative proof of the result in [4] stat
ing that the value function is a constrained viscosity solution of the associated
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation. Compared with the proof proposed in [4], the
present proof is simpler since we exploit the existence of an optimal strategies.
2. Formulation of the control problem
Let (S4, JF, {Tt]t>Q, P) be a filtered complete probability space satisfying the usual
hypotheses. We consider a single investor who divides her wealth between one risk
free asset (bank account) paying a hxed interest rate r > 0 and a risky asset (stock).
We denote by B{t) the amount of money the investor has in the bank account and
S{t) the amount of money the investor has in the stock, at time t > 0. We assume
that the holdings of the investor follow the dynamics
(1)
where a, a > 0 are constants, C{t) is the cumulative consumption up to time t, L(t)
is the cumulative value of the shares bought up to time t, M(t) is the cumulative
value of the shares sold up to time t, and p 6 [o,l] and A> 0 are the proportional
transaction costs of respectively selling and buying shares from the stock. We
assume /r + A > 0. In addition, W{s) is a standard Brownian motion and N is
a compensated Poisson random measure independent of W with Lévy measure
i{dz). The function rj{z) is assumed to be Borel measurable on M\{o} with the
property tj{z) > -1 to ensure that the stock holdings remains positive as long
as we are not short of stocks. In addition, we require the following integrability
conditions on the Lévy measure:
We assume throughout the paper that the expected rate of return a of the stock
is greater than or equal to the risk-free interest rate r.
Introduce the process of average past consumption,
(2)
B{t) =bo - C{t ) + f rß{s ) ds -(1 + A)L{t) +(1 - ),
Jo
S{t) = s+ f aS{s)ds+ f aS{s)dW{s)Jo Jo
+ll r]{z)S{s—)N{ds,dz) + L{t) M{t),
Jo ./r\{o}
/ {t){z)) 2 E{dz) < 00, f \vi z )\ i{dz) < 00.
J\z\<l J\z\>i
dY (£) =/3 dC{t) /3Y{t) dt, (d >O,
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which has the explicit solution
The investor will derive utility from this average, rather than directly from present
consumption [9].
The market considered here does not allow short-selling of stocks nor bor
rowing of money in the bank. In other words, the amount of money allocated in
the bank account and the stocks must stay nonnegative. Hence the dornain for the
control problem is
We refer to II = (C, L, M) as a policy for investment and consumption if II belongs
to the set Ax of admissible Controls. For x G V, we say that II G Ax if the following
conditions hold:
(C.l) C{t ), L{t), M{t) are adapted, nondecreasing, and right-continuous with left
(C.2) The State process X{t) = S{t) : Y{t)) is a solution to the stochastic
differential equations (1) and (2) and respects the state-space constraint
Note that 0 G Ax . The objective of the investor is to maximize her expected utility
over an infinite investment horizon. The functional to be optimized is
where Uis the investor’s utility function and 5 > ois the discount factor. We
introduce the following assumptions on the utility function;
(U.l) U{z) is a continuous, nondecreasing, and concave function on [O, oo) with
U{0) = 0.
(U.2) There exist 7 G (0,1) and constant K> 0 such that U{z) <K{ 1 + z)1 for
all z G [O, 00).
Define the value function of the optimization problem to be
Our singular stochastic control problem is to find an optimal control 11* G Ax such
that
Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the existence of ll*, while Section 5 is devoted to
a brief discussion of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation satisfied (in a suitable
sense) by the value function (3).
In what follows (Sections 3 and 4), the point xGD will always be considered
as fixed and not expiicitly mentioned anymore.
Y{t) = ye-øt + fie~pt I eps dC{s).
J[o,t]
V = ja; = ( b,s,y ) GM3|a: > 0 |.
limits. Moreover, (7(0—) = M(O-) = L(0—) =O.
X{t) = Xu {t) e V for all t > 0.
J{x-U) = e~åt U{Yu {t))dt], xeV,
V{x)= sup J{x\ n), x G v. (3)
v{x) = j{x\ n*), xev. (4)
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3. Some estimates on the control and state processes
We recall some results from [s] which will be needed in Section 4. The First result
states that the set of admissible Controls is uniformly bounded in L 2 {P). Moreover,
we can control the growth in time.
Proposition 3.1. For every t > 0, the Controls are uniformly bounded in L 2 {P):
Proof. This result is proven in [s], where the rate of the exponential growth is
explicitly calculated.  
We have a similar uniform bound on the averaging process F/1
where K is a positive constant and k is as in Proposition 3.1.
Proof. This follows from the fact that Yt < y+ Ct and the estimate on E[C2 ].  
Via the growth of V proven in [4, Cor. 3.5], we have that the valne function
is well-defined, that is, the following result holds:
Proposition 3.3. There exists a positive constant K such that
4. Existence of optimal Controls
In this section we prove existence of an optimal control. Let a > k, for the k given
in Prop. 3.1, and introduce the measure ma {dt) = e~ at dt on M+. Notice that
(5)
Define the the (weighted Hilbert) space
The next two lemmas show that Pf is a non-empty, bounded, convex, and closed
subspace of L 2 {ma 0 P):
Lemma 4.1. Pf is a non-empty, bounded, and convex subspace of L 2 {m a ØP).
sup E [C2t + L't + M't] < Kek\neAx
where K is a positive constant and
k=2r + 2{a-r){2K*+K2 ) + 2KI(a2 + [ (vit)) 2 *{(%)),
v 7r\{o} 7
for Ki = (xq +(1 + A)xi)/(A + /Lt) and K 2 =(1 + A) /(/Lt + A).
Proposition 3.2. For every t > 0,
sup Effif) 2 ]neAx
0 < V{x) < K( 1 + |xl) 7 .
/ e ct ma {dt) < 00, Vc <k.
Jr+
U ax =jo< H <E L2 {ma øP); 3H G s. t. H < Fn , ma 0P- a. e.}
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Proof. Since Ytu > 0 for all II E Ax , it follows that 0 E 7{f. The uniform expo
nential bound of Fn in Prop. 3.2 proves that Pif is a norm-bounded subspace of
L 2( ® P) . Let Hl ,H2 £ PUf be such that H 1 < Tnl and H 2 < Yu ~. Define the
control II := 9IY +(1 9)H2 for 9 E (0,1). From the proof of Prop. 5.1 in [4], it
follows that II E Ax . Moreover, by uniqueness of paths, Yn = 9Yn +(1 9)Yn ,
and hence H:= 9Hl +(1 9)H2 < Yl[ . This proves the convexity of Pif.  
Lemma 4.2. Pif is closed in L 2 [ma ® P).
Proof. Choose a sequence Hn in PPf which converges to Hin L 2 {m a <S> P ). We
can associate a control IIn to each Hn such that Hn <Tn . Moreover, by the
uniform bound on the Controls (see Section 3) and (5), we know that {IIn } n is
uniformly bounded in L 1( ®P), and, hence by the Dunford-Pettis compactness
criterion, there exists II E L l {ma ®P) and a subsequence, also denoted IIn , such
that IP II weakly in L L {m a P). The question is whether II is an admissible
control or not. Following the arguments of Karatzas and Shreve [ll. Section 4],
we can prove the existence of a version of 11, still denoted by 11, for which II E Ax
and H n R weakly. In addition, as in Cvitanic and Karatzas [7, Appendix A], we
can show that Bu —> Pn , 5n —> sn , and Y Y] —> Yu weakly. Since Hn < Tn"
for every n, we conclude H < Tn , thereby proving the closedness of PLf.  
Lemma 4.3. If S > a/2, then X is proper, convex, and lower-semicontinuous with
respect to the L 2 {ma <B> P) - norm.
Proof. From the growth property of V in Prop. 3.3 it follows that X is proper.
Furthermore, since U is assumed to be concave, X is obviously convex.
To prove the lower semicontinuity of X, we modify slightly the argument
of Cvitanic and Karatzas. Let Hn be a sequence in PLf that converges to H in
L 2 {ma <å) P). From the sublinear growth of U, there exist positive constants a and
b such that a + bH - U (H) > 0 for all H E PLf. Fatou’s lemma gives us
The last step holds true due to the assumption 6 > a/2 since, from HoldePs
inequality,
Define the functional X : —> M to be
I{H) = -E[ I e~ åt U{Hs ) ds].
E[/ eåt(a + bHt U{Ht ) j cføj < liminf es< + bH™ U{H^) j dtj
= E [jo e ~ 6t (a + bHt) dt\ + lim inf -E[J e~ st U{H?) dt
e-St Ht e-&tH?dt] < é~st \Ht - H;l \ d*]
(roo \ 1/2 r „oo i 1/2J e -(2å-a)tj E j e ~at \Ht H™\2 dt ->O.
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and hence the lower-semicontinuity of Z follows.
Remark 4.4. We mention that if the utility function U{-) is Hdlder contmuous ,
then one can prove, under a slightly different assumption on å, that the functional
Z is continuous (and not merely semicontinuous).
Set
From Ekeland and Temam [lo] we can conclude that there exists a H* G Zif such
that V{x) = —Z{H*). We claim that ll* associated to H* is an optimal control,
that is,
e~ åt U{Y(r )dt
First, observe that since Yn € ZLf for every n G Ax , Ax can be naturally
imbedded in which implies V{x) < V(x). We next claim that H* = F"n *
ma ®P - a.e. If not, H* <Yn on a set with positive measure. But this contradicts
the optimality of H* since Yu G ZL X and Uis nondecreasing. Hence,
Summing up, we have proven the following main theorem:
Theorem 4.5. Suppose S > a/2. For each x G V, there exists an optimal control
H* GAx for the singular stochastic control problem (3) such that (4) holds.
Remark 4.6. Theorem f.5 may easily be generahzed to hold for n risky assets, as
is the set-up in [4].
5. The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation
Thm. 4.5 is only of theoretical interest since it says nothing about the structure
of the optimal strategies or how we can compute them. A natural way to compute
the optimal strategies is via the dynamic programming method, which is based on
Bellman’s principle of dynamic programming:
Proposition 5.1 (Dynamic programming principle). For any stopping time r and
t > 0, the value function satisfi.es
In conclusion,
-E[ [ e~ åt U(Ht )dt\ <liminf—e[ I e~5t
L Jo J '-Jo
Vix) = - inf I(H).Hen*
v(x)=EiL
V{x) < V{x) =E[ jT e~6t U{H*) dt] = e[J ) cfc] < F(x).
r r tAT i
V{x) = sup E / e~ ås U(Yn {s))ds+ e~s(t^V{Xu {t At))\. (6)o J
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Thanks to the dynamic programming principle, the valne function (3) can
be associated with the so-called Hamilton-Jacobi-Beliman equation, which is the
infinitesimal version of (6). For x = (5, s, y) £V, dehne a second order degenerate
elliptic integro-differential operator A by
The Hamilton-Jacobi-Beliman equation of our control problem is a second order
degenerate elliptic integro-differential variational inequality of the form
(7)
The point is now that valne function (3) as well as the optimal control H* (whose
existence is guaranteed by Thm. 4.5) can be found by (numerically) solving the
fully nonlinear partial differential equation in (7).
The main result of our previous work [4] was a characterization of the value
function (3) as the unique constrained viscosity solution [6] of the Hamilton-Jacobi-
Beliman equation, which indeed constitutes a starting point for computing (nu
merically) the optimal value (3) as well as the optimal control H*.
Since we have only been able to show that the value function is continuous
(see [4]), we cannot interpret the value function as a solution of (7) in the usual
classical sense, but we have to resort to a weaker notion of solution that does
not require differentiability of candidate Solutions. The proper notion of weak
Solutions turns out to be that of constrained viscosity Solutions as described in,
e.g., Crandall, Ishii, and Lions [6].
We recall that the value function V is a constrained viscosity solution of (7)
if it is simultaneously a viscosity subsolution in V and a viscosity supersolution
in V. For example, the value function F is a viscosity subsolution of (7) in V if
Vø £ C2 {V) (growing at most linearly as x —v oo) we have:
(8)
A viscosity supersolution is defined similarly, see [4] for details.
The purpose of this section is to give an alternative proof of the viscosity
subsolution property of the value function, which is simpler than the proof in [4].
The proof below exploits that we have Thm. 4.5 at our disposal. We refer to [4]
for results concerning continuity of the value function as well as uniqueness of the
viscosity solution characterization.
Theorem 5.2. The value function (3) is a constrained viscosity solution of (7).
Av —/3y + rbvi + asvs + -o-2 s2 vss
+ / lv{b,{l+r}{z))s,y)-v{x)-r}{z)svB {x))n{dz).
JR\{o} v 7
F{x : v,vb ,vs ,vy ,vss )
max(u (y) -åv + Av, -vb + Øvy , -(1 + X)vb + v s , (1 - n)vb - vs ) = 0
f for each x e V s. t. V < ø and (F - ø)(x) 0,
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Proof. The proof of the viscosity supersolution property goes as before [4], We
therefore concentrate on the viscosity subsolution property.
Let (f) be as in (8). Arguing by contradiction, we suppose that the subsolution
inequality (8) is violated. Then, by continuity, there is a nonempty open ball Åf
centered at x and e > 0 such that V < <f> £ on dJ\f fl V and in Åf fl V we have
From Thm. 4.5, there exists an optimal investment-consumption strategy
U*(t) = (L*{t),M*{t),C*(t)) e Ax . Let X*(t) = S*(t),Y*{t)) denote the
corresponding optimal trajectory with A"*(0) = x. In Lemma 5.3 below, it is shown
that X*{t) has no control-jumps P - a.s. at x. Hence P - a.s., we have
Let us introduce the short-hand notation X*{t) for the vector
- AC*{t) - (1 + A)AL*{t) + (1 + fi)A
and let An (f{t) := (f{X{t)) f{X{t—)). Note that by the dynamic programming
principle (6), we can without loss of generality assume that X*(t) e Åf nT>. Let
L* ,c , A4*’ c , and C*' c denote the continuous parts of L*, M*, and C*, respectively.
Using It6’s formula for semimartingales together with the inequalities stated
above (see 9), we get
Lem. 5.3 below, which was used in the proof of Thm. 5.2, is similar to Lem. 3.5
in Davis, Panas, and Zariphopoulou [B].
/3(j)y - (j)6 <O, -(1 + X)(/) b + (j)s <O, (1 - n)(t) b - 4> s <O, (9)
as well as [/(•) 6(f> + Acp < —eå.
r = inf {t € [O, oo) : X*{t) £Åf DV } >O.
S{t-) + AL*{t) - A Y{t -) + /3AC*{t)y
V{x) = e~ 6t U(Y*{t)) dt + e~ ST V{X*{T))
< E [J e~åt U(Y*(t)) dt + e~6 (j){X*{t))^
<E[ø(i) + J e~ åt (u(Y*(tj) -iø(X’it)) + A,iÅX-Uy\''j -//]
+ E[/ e- s + /3^)dC*'c (i)]
+ e- <st (-(l + A)Øb + Ø s )dL*’ c (t)]
+ E[jT e-ft [(l-^-^)rfJin<)]
+E [ 51 e- 5f An *o(t)] < 0(a:) - < ø(x),
te[o,i]nto,r]
which is a contradiction since {V 4>){x) = 0.
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Lemma 5.3. Let A = A{u) denote the event that the optimal trajectory X*{t )
starting at x = (b,s,y ) has an initial control-jump of size {el,Em,Ec) > 0. Suppose
that the inequalities in (9) hold. Then P{A) = 0.
Proof. Notice that the State (after the control-jump) is
By the dynamic programming principle (6), we can without loss of generality






Hence, (14) follows. Similarly, if em > 0, we can use (10) and (12) to prove
Summing up, if at least one of the jump-sizes el,£m,£c is greater than zero,
then we can conclude (from (9), (14), (15), (16)) that P{A) =O.  
x{el i£M i &c) :== (b —(1 + \)sl +(1 - ~ £Ci s+£L~£M 1 y +  
V{x) =E[V(x{eL ,£M,ec ))] = [ V{x{£L ,£M ,£c)) dP + [ V{x)dP.J A{uj) JQ-A(u)
From this equality it follows that
[ (v{x(£L ,£M ,£c)) -y{x)) dP = 0
Ja(uj) V '
and, since V < (f> and {V - (f)){x) = 0 (recall that ø comes from (8)),
[ (<P{x{£L ,£M ,£c)) - ø(z)) dP > 0
Ja(u) v 7
From (9), we get
<,h(x{£ L ,£M ,£c )) < ø(z(e,0,0)), V£<£l,
(,i>(x{£L ,£M ,£C )) < ø(x(0,£,0)), < £m
4>{x{£l,£m,£c)) < (t>{x{o,o,e)), Ve: < £c-
Suppose £l > 0. We then claim that
[-(1 + A )(f>b{x) + <j) s {x)]P{A) > 0.
From (10) and (11) it follows that
I ((f)[x{£, 0,0)) - (j>{x)\ dP >O, Ve < £l,
JA(uj) ' '
and therfore by Fatou’s lemma
f lim Sup[ </,(t ~ (1 + A)£ '\+g ' y) ~^' SV!/) ldP>o.
JA{uj) e—>o £
[(1 - n)(j>b{x) - <j>a {x)]P{A) > 0. (15)
Finally, if £c > 0, we can use (10) and (13) to prove
[-(t>b{x) + P(f)y{x)]P{A) > 0. (16)
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